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This book was designed as a resource for educators, trainers, researchers, curriculum developers, and managers
interested in the development of mathematical knowledge and skills, broadly viewed, as part of adult education, literacy
education, continuing education, workplace training, and mathematics education in diverse learning contexts.

Publish this draft for everyone to see. Other users have edits for this page: Proceed Anyway Permanently
discard changes to this page. This cannot be undone. EMPower provided the springboard for a constellation of
professional development and curricular materials development projects. In addition to multi-faceted research,
curriculum, and professional development work supported by the National Science Foundation, we have
worked with individual states, districts, and networks â€” customizing products and professional development
to meet authentic needs. During the sessions, teachers build on their own conceptual understanding of
algebraic topics while learning new ways to teach for understanding. Participants meet over the course of three
2 day face-to-face sessions and participate in support activities between each session. EMPower helps adults
develop mathematical proficiency to more effectively engage with the world, whether that be at work, at home
as parents and caregivers, in the community, or as they seek high school credentials and further education.
National Science Foundation, Grant No. Our learners leave our program wondering WHY no one told them
about how to do math this way Instructor, Cowley College Adult Education Program, Kansas I am definitely
more open to student input and explanations of solutions for word problems. Another teacher and I have used
the exercises with students preparing for the high school equivalency test and have observed that test scores
went up on OPT official GED practice test tests administered after the exercises. We concluded that students
had increased understanding of math concepts enough to improve scores. Together, teachers expand their
ideas of what it means to do math, focusing on reasoning, communication, and problem solving in adult
contexts with a variety of approaches and strategies, not just rote memorization of procedures. EMPower
workshops are available for state- or program-based groups of 20 or more participants. This project is meant to
advance STEM learning among national park visitors. The Center serves education practitioners and
administrators in Massachusetts by offering math professional development on a variety of topics in both face
to face and online formats. Our portfolio of offerings cover a range of topics including math content, teaching
strategies, research on adult numeracy learning, the College and Career Readiness Standards for Mathematics,
and principles of "backwards design". Previous Projects Click each project title for details. Please visit their
site for more details. Modeled after a similar study circle for reading skills produced by the National Center
for the Study of Adult Learning and Literacy NCSALL , the study circle is intended to ground administrators
and others in research in quantitative literacy and math education for adults. The Fund for Public Schools
MoreThanOneMath Building off the content and pedagogy of the EMPower adult numeracy curriculum, a
cadre of teachers and TERC educators or staff will develop, deliver, and evaluate three targeted mini-lessons
delivered online to build conceptual understanding of key math topics for students with math skills
significantly below grade level aligned to 8th grade and below CCSS. Video of students explaining their
thinking and connections to everyday life, annotated student work samples, and recommendations for
content-aligned online resources will supplement the mini-lessons. Nellie Mae Foundation Statistics for
Action SfA Statistics for Action SfA has developed free, math-rich materials that enable community members
to interpret environmental test results, make informed decisions based on data, and use numbers to
convincingly communicate concerns to officials and neighbors. TIAN uses teacher inquiry and reflective
learning to engage teachers in learning how to design and implement effective mathematics instructional
approaches for algebra and data analysis. Key components of the year-long model include an initial institute
on data, a second institute on algebra, classroom investigations, regional teacher meetings between institutes,
website support, and a final institute.
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Series on Literacy: Research, Policy, and Practice. Gal, Iddo, Ed. This book contains 16 papers on the theory, research,
and practice of adult numeracy development.

Approximate representation of numerical magnitude, and Precise representation of the quantity of individual
items. Approximate representations of numerical magnitude imply that one can relatively estimate and
comprehend an amount if the number is large see Approximate number system. For example, one experiment
showed children and adults arrays of many dots. However, distinguishing differences between large numbers
of dots proved to be more challenging. The experimenter then covered each pile with a cup. When allowed to
choose a cup, the infant always chose the cup with more crackers because the infant could distinguish the
difference. For example, neither allows representations of fractions or negative numbers. More complex
representations require education. More sophisticated numeracy skills include understanding of ratio concepts
notably fractions, proportions, percentages, and probabilities , and knowing when and how to perform
multistep operations. Childhood influences[ edit ] The first couple of years of childhood are considered to be a
vital part of life for the development of numeracy and literacy. That is, mothers with a high level of education
will tend to have children who succeed more in numeracy. On a more expressive note, the act of using
complex language, being more responsive towards the child, and establishing warm interactions are
recommended to parents with the confirmation of positive numeracy outcomes. The differences in the amount
of knowledge retained were greater between the three different groups at age 5, than between the groups at age
7. This reveals that the younger you are the greater chance you have to retain more information, like
numeracy. Literacy[ edit ] There seems to be a relationship between literacy and numeracy, [19] [20] which
can be seen in young children. In one study for example, five-month-old infants were shown two dolls, which
were then hidden with a screen. The babies saw the experimenter pull one doll from behind the screen. When
the screen was removed, the infants showed more surprise at an unexpected number for example, if there were
still two dolls. Some researchers have concluded that the babies were able to count, although others doubt this
and claim the infants noticed surface area rather than number. Even outside these specialized areas, the lack of
proper numeracy skills can reduce employment opportunities and promotions, resulting in unskilled manual
careers, low-paying jobs, and even unemployment. The Poynter Institute has recently included numeracy as
one of the skills required by competent journalists. Max Frankel , former executive editor of the New York
Times , argues that "deploying numbers skillfully is as important to communication as deploying verbs ".
Unfortunately, it is evident that journalists often show poor numeracy skills. These tests are sometimes
administered with a time limit, resulting in the need for the test-taker to think quickly and concisely. Research
has shown that these tests are very useful in evaluating potential applicants because they do not allow the
applicants to prepare for the test, unlike interview questions. Introduction to psychometric design", which
explained that psychometric testing could provide reliable and objective results. In the future, psychometric
numerical reasoning tests will continue to be used in employment assessments to fairly and accurately
differentiate and evaluate possible employment applicants. Innumeracy and dyscalculia[ edit ] Innumeracy is a
neologism coined by an analogue with illiteracy. Innumeracy refers to a lack of ability to reason with numbers.
The term innumeracy was coined by cognitive scientist Douglas Hofstadter. However, this term was
popularized in by mathematician John Allen Paulos in his book entitled, Innumeracy: Mathematical Illiteracy
and its Consequences. Developmental dyscalculia refers to a persistent and specific impairment of basic
numerical-arithmetical skills learning in the context of normal intelligence. Patterns and differences[ edit ] The
root cause of innumeracy varies. Innumeracy has been seen in those suffering from poor education and
childhood deprivation of numeracy. The assessment included tests for number, algebra also called patterns and
relationships at fourth grade , measurement, geometry, and data. The latest study, in found that children from
Singapore at both grade levels had the highest performance. Another finding showed a noticeable difference
between boys and girls with some exceptions. For example, girls performed significantly better in Singapore,
and boys performed significantly better in the United States. Geary, a notable cognitive developmental and
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evolutionary psychologist from the University of Missouri , created the terms "biological primary abilities"
and "biological secondary abilities". Such abilities include speaking a common language or knowledge of
simple mathematics. However, they differ in the sorts of mental demands each makes. Literacy consists of
acquiring vocabulary and grammatical sophistication, which seem to be more closely related to memorization,
whereas numeracy involves manipulating concepts, such as in calculus or geometry , and builds from basic
numeracy skills. Health numeracy and health literacy can be thought of as the combination of skills needed for
understanding risk and making good choices in health-related behavior. Health numeracy requires basic
numeracy but also more advanced analytical and statistical skills. For instance, health numeracy also requires
the ability to understand probabilities or relative frequencies in various numerical and graphical formats, and
to engage in Bayesian inference , while avoiding errors sometimes associated with Bayesian reasoning see
Base rate fallacy , Conservatism Bayesian. Health numeracy also requires understanding terms with
definitions that are specific to the medical context. One study found that people tended to overestimate their
chances of survival or even to choose lower quality hospitals. Once again, a misunderstanding between a
doctor and patient due to either the doctor, patient, or both being unable to comprehend numbers effectively
could result in serious health consequences. Different presentation formats of numerical information, for
instance natural frequency icon arrays, have been evaluated to assist both low numeracy and high numeracy
individuals. Using a method called age-heaping , researchers like professor Baten study the development and
inequalities of numeracy over time and throughout regions. At the same time, their data analysis reveals that
these differences as well as within country inequality decreased over time. Taking a similar approach, Baten
and Fourie [40] find overall high levels of numeracy for people in the Cape Colony late 17th to early 19th
century. In contrast to these studies comparing numeracy over countries or regions , it is also possible to
analyze numeracy within countries.
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We have already discussed some of the challenges to this vision in this series of blogs on the data for
Sustainable Development Goal 4 SDG 4 on a quality education and lifelong learning for all. Our blog on SDG
4 indicator 4. But above all, we need to be able to read, write and handle basic calculations. The UNESCO
Institute for Statistics UIS rang the alarm bells last September with the most recent data on learning , revealing
that million children and adolescents worldwide â€” six out of ten â€” are not reaching minimum proficiency
levels in reading and mathematics. Millions of youth and adults are unable to play their full part in the social
and economic life of their communities and nations because they lack the skills to read or write a simple
sentence or make a simple calculation. This blog examines SDG 4 target 4. For operational reasons, global
literacy has often been restricted to the ability to read and write a simple statement, and has included some
basic arithmetic skills numeracy. However, this definition is far too simplistic to capture the complexity of
these concepts, or the way people use their skills in daily life. While functional literacy and numeracy will
mean different things in different countries and to different organizations, our own view is that they both
involve a continuum of skills development that builds over time. Agreeing a common threshold for literacy
Indicator 4. The minimum proficiency level will be measured relative to new common scales that are currently
being developed. And here we meet some additional methodological challenges. The indicator can be
calculated as the percentage of youth and adults who have achieved at least the minimum threshold of
proficiency as defined for large-scale representative sample literacy and numeracy assessments. It can also be
interpreted through as the use of a threshold that categorizes youth and adults as being below, at or above
minimum proficiency levels. At present, however, there are no common standards for this threshold that has
been validated by the international community. Current data originate from agencies and organizations
specialized in cross-national household-based surveys of youth and adult populations. This is an issue that the
UIS has raised repeatedly. Current sources of literacy data One possible option to report on indicator 4. Both
surveys use the same assessment framework, which opens the possibility of using a common scale for
reporting. However, it is important to note that PIAC was originally designed to meet the needs of developed
countries and can be complex to implement. As the custodian agency for indicator 4. As shown in our recent
paper , one option may be to expand the PIAAC framework and generate a set of tools to better reflect the
situation and needs of countries with lower levels of literacy and numeracy. Yet given the costs and
complexity of administering these assessments, some countries may be better served by an adapted version of
the Literacy Assessment and Monitoring Program LAMP , which was originally developed by the UIS for
low- and lower-middle-income countries. With Mini-LAMP , countries will have a streamlined version of the
set of tools that have already been field tested in 10 countries. They would also have more options and
flexibility in implementing the assessment in order to meet their specific needs. Finally, we must also consider
the case of developing countries that lack the financial resources for monitoring. One option for these
countries may be to produce annual model-based series estimates of national literacy skills distribution based
on available information from skills surveys and various parameters related to the population distribution. All
of these options and more will be discussed by countries and partners at the next GAML meeting in October.
In the meantime, the UIS will continue to develop the tools and strategies needed to produce quality data
while reducing the technical and financial burden of reporting. This is a hands-on, step-by-step guide for
anyone who is working on gathering or analyzing education data. It allows users to explore the measures of
equality that are crucial for the achievement of SDG 4. For those who need quick facts on specific countries,
this is the place to come. This is the 7th in our series of blogs on the indicators for SDG 4. In this series, read
also:
Chapter 4 : Our Projects - Adult Numeracy
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The Adult Numeracy Initiative (ANI), works to increase Adult Education teachers' complete knowledge of mathematics.
ANI is an eleven month, interactive, hybrid (online and face-to-face) professional development initiative that focuses on
effective numeracy instruction for adult learners.

Chapter 5 : Numeracy research | National Adult Literacy Agency
Numeracy Instruction - Professional Development training (ANI-PD), an in- tensive evidence-based program in effective
numeracy instruction for adults. The ANI-PD model is built upon the principle that teacher preparation for.

Chapter 6 : Adult Numeracy Development: Theory, Research, Practice â€“ ALM
Adults Reaching Algebra Readiness, or (AR) 2, is a new, research-based professional development series building upon
the content presented in the ANI (Adult Numeracy lnstruction) professional development program.
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Assessment Tool - Adult Literacy and Numeracy for Adults.

Chapter 8 : racedaydvl.com - CHCLLNA - Support adult numeracy learning and development
high-quality adult numeracy instruction and professional development, supporting research efforts, and informing policy
in the United States. ANN has also provided.

Chapter 9 : Understanding Literacy & Numeracy | Health Literacy | CDC
The improvement of the quality and quantity of adult numeracy teaching and learning is a key area of interest for
racedaydvl.com feel that it is important that there is a sufficient quality supply of numeracy tuition for adult learners.
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